• Resour Resource Portfolio V ce Portfolio View Scr iew Screen Basics een Basics This article explains how to navigate to the screen that gives you both an overview of the resources in a portfolio and easy access to details of each resource in the portfolio. The article also provides general information about that screen.
• Resour Resource-Utilization Bars ce-Utilization Bars • Recommended Resour
Recommended Resource Planning and Assignment Horizons ce Planning and Assignment Horizons A long-range resource plan, followed by iterative resource planning, is essential to ensuring that the right resources are available when they are needed. This best practice examines proper methods and planning horizons for long-range resource planning and medium-to-short term resource assignments.
• • Fill Requir
Fill Requirements Based on the Portfolio ements Based on the Portfolio This article describes how to fill requirements in a portfolio, no matter to whom they were addressed. This article applies to Planview Enterprise 14.
• Fill Unaddr Fill Unaddressed Requir essed Requirements ements This article describes how to fill requirements that were not addressed to a resource manager. This article applies to Planview Enterprise 14.
• Use the Requir Use the Requirements to Fill T ements to Fill Tile ile This article describes how to fill requirements using the Requirements to Fill tile. This article applies to Planview Enterprise 14.
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• Authorizing Resour Authorizing Resources (Intr ces (Introduction) oduction) This article provides general information about authorizations, which are resource assignments that give one or more resources permission to report time to a work item without defining specific effort. The article also includes business rules relevant to authorizations.
• About the Authorize T About the Authorize Tab ab This article describes the columns of the Authorize tab. That tab is displayed on the Task Information screen if it is undocked. Otherwise, the tab is displayed on the Task Information tray of the Work and Resource Management screen.
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